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the rectangle, but it also asks for two
more coordinates (top and bottom) that I
don't understand. In other words, it asks
me to draw a rectangle of a defined width
and height. Is there a way to draw a
rectangle with only the four points asked
by the Rectangle tool? A: These options
are because the standard rectangle
object in Quartz doesn't match the
custom rectangles that you get from
creating a new image. If you get a new
object from the rectangles tool (as you
normally would to draw a rectangle) it will
still only have two corner points but you
can set the size of the object. If you want
the same functionality then you'll need to
build your own rectangle class. const {
workspace, progress, path} =
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0, 5, 5); const progress =
progress.create(); // build a custom
rectangle class class Rectangle {
constructor(x, y, width, height) {
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